
Box of Flicks 1

Rulebook
Extra ships for FlickFleet

By Paul Willcox, Jackson Pope and Matt Yeager

A 10-20 minute game for 2 players aged 8+.

This Box of Flicks 1 expansion adds additional versions of the ships provided 
in the base game and scenario pack expansion, plus three new types of ships, 
some special wings and two static space stations (requires the FlickFleet game 
to play). 
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Components

20 ship dashboards - one for each Capital Ship and Space Station.
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In addition there are: 
91 wooden discs representing ship locations - 33 red, 18 white, 18 blue, 
9 black, 8 orange, 4 yellow, and 1 green
84 wooden cubes - 36 white, 34 purple, and 14 grey
This rulebook
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New Rules
Drone Bays
Drone Bays are a new location type that lets you repair 
ships under your control wherever they are in the play 
area. 

When you activate the Drone Bays location, choose one of your Capital Ships 
with an Engineering location and take an Engineering action on it (either returning 
a disc to a damaged location or replacing a hull cube). It doesn’t matter whether 
the ship being repaired has activated this turn or not. If the Drone Bays location 
is damaged, no other ship can be repaired using it until the Drone Bays location 
is repaired (although other ships can still use an Engineering action to repair 
themselves). 

Legendary Pilots
Legendary Pilots are battle-hardened pilots whose experience 
means they are more effective.

Legendary Pilots are represented by a black piece which 
replaces one of the original three pieces of the wing. The 
black piece cannot be the last piece remaining; if the wing is 
reduced to one piece the remaining piece must be an ordinary 
one in the player’s colour. 

While the black piece remains in play, the wing’s attack dice 
are increased by one (a three piece wing with Legendary 
Pilots fires four dice, a two piece wing with Legendary Pilots 
fires three dice, a single piece wing cannot have Legendary 
Pilots and hence will only ever fire one die). 

Legendary Fighter Pilots increase the cost of the Fighter 
Wing by 1 point (to 7), Legendary Bomber Pilots increase the 
cost of the Bomber Wing by 2 points (to 10). Both Uprising and Imperium fleets 
can field Legendary Pilots.

Uprising bomber 
wing with

Legendary Pilots

Imperium fighter 
wing with

Legendary Pilots

Drone Bays
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The following two new rules were introduced in the Scenario Pack expansion, 
but are replicated here in case you don’t own that.

Mines
Mines are passive nuclear devices that will detonate damaging anything 
nearby when anything gets too close to them. You may not use the 
mine blast template to check whether any piece is in range of it during 
the game, only at the point the mine detonates.

When activating the Mine Bay location of a ship with mines, take a mine from the 
ship’s supply and place it touching the launching ship. Then flick the mine away 
from the ship. Mines are launched un-primed: if during the initial flick it collides 
with anything it is destroyed without dealing any damage - remove the mine from 
the table and return it to the box, it cannot be re-used this game. 

Mines example
Konrad launches a mine 
by placing it touching the 
ISS Barricade and flicking 
it towards the The Fist and 
attacking fighter wing. It 
doesn’t hit anything during 
the launch action, so it is 
now primed.

After the launch action is complete (the mine has stopped moving) it is primed. 
Once primed, if any game piece touches the mine it detonates. Place the mine 
blast template on top of the mine in its final resting place. Any Asteroids or 
Objectives that overlap with the blast area template are destroyed and removed 
from play. Any ships that overlap with the template suffer a hit from Nukes: roll a 
D6 for each ship and do two damage (shields first, if any) to the location shown 
by the die result. Then remove the mine and the mine blast template from play. 

Mine

Konrad then fires at the mine 
and hits it [1], causing it to 
detonate. The mine blast 
template is placed on top 
of the mine [2] and over-
laps The Fist and the fighter 
wing. 
The fighter wing  loses two 
pieces and The Fist takes 
two damage. A Roll of 6 
means it loses its engines 
and one hull cube.

11

22
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Stealth Drive
The Stealth Drive location allows a ship to cloak, making it significantly harder 
to hit. Activating the Stealth Drive switches the ship between cloaked and 
decloaked forms: swap the opaque ship model for the transparent one or vice 
versa. The replacement model must be placed in the same location and facing 
the same direction. 

While decloaked the ship is represented by a normal opaque ship model and the 
usual rules apply. 

While cloaked, a ship is represented by a transparent model and cannot fire 
any weapons, but is harder to hit: an attack die only damages the ship if it ends 
up touching (including on top of) the transparent acrylic model - if the die is 
so close you cannot slide a ship dashboard between them without moving the 
die or the ship it counts as touching. A hit that bounces off and ends up not 
touching is considered a miss. While cloaked the ship also cannot be rammed 
but it is damaged by area effects such as mines as normal. 

If the ship’s Stealth Drive location is damaged while it is cloaked, decloak the 
ship (replace the transparent model with the grey one).
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New Ship Definitions

Gunboat (3 points)
Shield cubes: 1, Hull cubes: 0

Locations:
No Engineering: Cannot be repaired
            1: Nukes: Flick fire one D6 attack die per remaining disc
    2, 3, 4: Weak spot: The ship is instantly destroyed

    5: Shield Generator: Restock 1 white shield cube
    6: Engines: Move by flicking one of the back three edges

Special rules: Two gunboats can be carried by a Carrier or Dreadnought instead 
of either its two Fighter Wings or a Bomber Wing. Together they cost 6 points 
instead of 12 (for 2 Fighters) or 8 (for a Bomber Wing) so adjust the ship total 
accordingly.

Repair Skiff (6 points)
Shield cubes: 1, Hull cubes: 0

Locations:
No number: Engineering: Repair a damaged location
         1: Defence Grid: Flick fire one D10 attack die per remaining disc
    2, 3:  Drone Bays: Repair a damaged ship you control
        4: Weak spot: The ship is instantly destroyed

5: Shield Generator: Restock 1 white shield cube
6: Engines: Move by flicking one of the back three edges

Special rules: See page 4 for Drone Bays rules.

Cruiser (20 points)
Shield cubes: 3, Hull cubes: 0

Locations:
No number: Engineering: Repair a damaged
                    location
         1: Nukes: Flick fire one D6 attack die per remaining disc
2, 3, 4: Defence Grid: Flick fire one D10 attack die per remaining disc

5: Shield Generator: Restock 2 white shield cubes
6: Engines: Move by flicking one of the back three edges

Special rules: None.
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Weapons Platform (18 points)
Shield cubes: 3, Hull cubes: 0

Locations:
No Engineering: Cannot be repaired
No Engines: Cannot move
    1, 2: Nukes: Flick fire one D6 attack die per remaining disc
3, 4, 5: Defence Grid: Flick fire one D10 attack die per remaining disc

6: Shield Generator: Restock 2 white shield cubes

Special rules: Can be used by any faction, but cannot change sides during a 
game. Place an ownership disc in the central hole to show the faction that 
controls it.

Mine Layer (10 points)
Shield cubes: 2, Hull cubes: 0

Locations:
No number: Engineering: Repair a damaged location
    1, 2:  Defence Grid: Flick fire one D10 attack die per remaining disc
    3, 4:  Mine Bay: Launch a mine (four in total)

5:  Shield Generator: Restock 1 white shield cube
6:  Engines: Move by flicking one of the back three edges

See page 5 for Mines rules.

Stealth (12 points)
Shield cubes: 1, Hull cubes: 0

Locations:
No number: Engineering: Repair a damaged location
    1, 2:  Defence Grid: Flick fire one D10 attack die per remaining disc
    3, 4:  Stealth Drive: Cloak or Decloak

5:  Shield Generator: Restock 1 white shield cube
6:  Engines: Move by flicking one of the back three edges

See page 6 for Stealth Drive rules.
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Shipyard (18 points)
Shield cubes: 3, Hull cubes: 2

Locations:
No number: Engineering: Repair a damaged 
        location or replace a hull cube.
No Engines: Cannot move
        1: Construction Dock: Build docked ship or repair
             a ship you control
2, 3, 4: Defence Grid: Flick fire one D10 attack die per remaining disc
        5: Shield Generator: Restock 2 white shield cubes
        6: Construction Dock: Build docked ship or repair a ship you control

Special rules: Can be used by any faction, but cannot change sides during a 
game. Place an ownership disc in the central hole to show the faction that 
controls it.

Construction Docks: The Shipyard has two construction docks which can house 
partially built ships. At the beginning of a game in which you have a Shipyard 
in your fleet you may choose two Capital Ships of your faction to be under 
construction. These ships do not cost any points. Place their models touching 
the arms of the Shipyard and their dashboards near the Shipyard’s dashboard. 

The ships under construction start the game with all their hull cubes on their 
dashboards (if any) but no shield cubes, discs or activation cubes. While under 
construction these ships do not receive activation cubes at the start of the 
round and cannot be activated. 

If a ship under construction is the first item hit by an attack die that doesn’t 
leave the table and the Shipyard has shield cubes remaining, the Shipyard loses 
a shield cube and the ship is un-damaged. Once the Shipyard’s shield cubes are 
gone, any hits to ships under construction damage the ship.

Docked ships can be launched at the beginning of any turn by adding an 
activation cube to them and moving them 1cm / 1/2” away from the Shipyard. 
From that point on they count as ordinary ships in play. You can launch ships 
under construction before they have all their discs (and regardless of shield disc, 
they always launch with no shield cubes of their own).

When you activate the Construction Dock location one of two things happen:
• If there is a ship in the construction dock you may add a disc to one 

of its locations (the ship cannot use those discs until launched at the 
beginning of a subsequent turn).

• If there is no ship in the dock you may use the Construction Dock 
location as if it were Drone Bays (see page 4) to repair any ship under 
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your control.

You may activate both Construction Docks in a single turn, if both have their 
location discs.

Ram (10 points)
Shield cubes: 0, Hull cubes: 3

Locations:
No number: Engineering: Repair a damaged location or return a hull cube
    1, 2:  Defence Grid: Flick fire one D10 attack die per remaining disc
3, 4, 5:  No discs

6:  Engines: Move by flicking one of the back three edges

Special rules: The Ram has been specifically strengthened for ramming other 
ships. It has lost its Shield Generator as a result. If the Ram declares a ramming 
attempt and hits its target, the Ram loses one of its hull cubes instead of being 
destroyed. If there were no hull cubes remaining it is destroyed.
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Scenario Ideas
Here are some ideas for scenarios using the new ships. We’d love for you to 
share your scenarios with us so we can post them on the website for others to 
enjoy.

• Can you destroy the shipyard before it completely finishes building a 
dreadnought?

• Can you take out a weapons platform before reinforcements arrive?
• Can your repair skiff keep a critical ship alive for 5 rounds?

Want more scenarios?
You can find more scenarios for the base game and this 
expansion at:
www.eurydicegames.co.uk/games/flickfleet/scenarios/
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Quick Reference

Drone Bays (page 4)
Drone Bays let you repair ships under your control wherever they are on the 
map. 

When you activate the Drone Bays location, choose one of your Capital Ships 
with an Engineering location and take an Engineering action on it. It doesn’t 
matter whether the ship being repaired has activated this turn or not. 

Legendary Pilots (page 4)
The black piece cannot be the last piece remaining; if the wing is reduced to one 
piece the remaining piece must be an ordinary one in the player’s colour. 

While the black piece remains in play, the wing’s attack dice are increased by one 
(a three piece wing with Legendary Pilots fires four dice, a two piece wing with 
Legendary Pilots fires three dice, a single piece wing cannot have Legendary 
Pilots and hence will only ever fire one die). 

Legendary Fighter Pilots increase the cost of the Fighter Wing by 1 point (to 7), 
Legendary Bomber Pilots increase the cost of the Bomber Wing by 2 points (to 
10). Both Uprising and Imperium fleets can field Legendary Pilots.

Mines (page 5)
To launch a mine place it touching the launching ship. Then flick the mine away 
from the ship. Mines are launched un-primed - if during the initial flick they collide 
with anything they are destroyed without dealing any damage. 

After the launch action they are primed: if any game piece touches the mine it 
detonates. Place the mine blast template on top of the mine. Any Asteroids or 
Objectives that overlap with the mine blast template are destroyed. Any ships 
that overlap with the template suffer a hit from Nukes.  

Stealth Drive (page 6)
While cloaked a ship cannot fire any weapons, but is harder to hit: an attack die 
only damages the ship if it ends up touching the transparent acrylic model. While 
cloaked the ship also cannot be rammed. 

If the ship’s Stealth Drive location is damaged while it is cloaked, decloak the 
ship (replace the transparent model with the grey one).


